ACROSS
8  A female attendant in a Turkish seraglio (9)
10  H.R.F., crime writer or Paul, former Australian PM? (7)
12  -----!!, an unsuccessful 1960s musical about Robin Hood (5)
13  A family of dicotyledonous flowering plants (11)
14  An old word for lepers (7)
15  A vegetable often used in east Asian cooking (5,4)
17  A terrier named after a west country parson (4,7)
21  English comedian who posed for his reflection in a window (5,5)
23  Another name for Rose of Sharon (6,5)
26  A stew of meat, vegetables and hardtack (9)
28  Author of Orlando Furioso (7)
29  The upper middle part of the abdomen (11)
31  The legendary birthplace of Apollo and Artemis (5)
32  Northern soldiers in the American Civil War (7)
33  Location of castle used in the filming of Downton Abbey (9)

DOWN
1  Personal decorations made of paste and cheap metals (7,9)
2  The island home of aye-ayes (10)
3  Tragic Shakespearean ruler (4,4)
4  Young unfledged birds (6)
5  A three-handed card game played with 32 cards (4)
6  A loose cloak often worn by Arabs (8)
7  An ancient vessel with two banks of oars (6)
9  Containing grooves or furrows (7)
11  Jealousy envisaged as a terrible animal (5-4,7)
16  A Prussian lancer (5)
18  An acronym indicating a chaotic situation (5)
20  A sum once paid to a tenant at harvest time (4-6)
22  “Here lies”, in Latin, as found on a gravestone (3,5)
24  Hock, as defined by a riverside location (7)
25  A room at the Old Bailey once used for housing prisoners during trials (4-4)
27  Scottish children (6)
28  The seat of the two Primates of All Ireland (6)
30  A chalk river that flows to Southampton Water (4)